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Abstra t
In this paper we develop a novel model-based te hnique,
the Delphi algorithm, for inferring the instantaneous
volume of ompeting ross-traÆ a ross an end-to-end
path. By using only end-to-end measurements, Delphi avoids the need for data olle tion within the Internet. Unique to the algorithm is an eÆ ient exponentially spa ed probing pa ket train and a parsimonious
multifra tal parametri model for the ross-traÆ that
aptures its multis ale statisti al properties (in luding
long-range dependen e) and queuing behavior. The algorithm is adaptive; it requires no a priori traÆ statisti s
and e e tively tra ks hanges in network onditions. ns
(network simulator) experiments reveal that Delphi gives
a urate ross-traÆ estimates for higher link utilization levels while at lower utilizations it over-estimates
the ross-traÆ . Also, when Delphi's single bottlene k
assumption does not hold it over-estimates the rosstraÆ .
1

Introdu tion

1.1 Edge-based estimation
A better understanding of the dynami properties and
behavior of end-to-end paths would greatly bene t the
design and development of future network ontrol algorithms and proto ols. It is unrealisti to expe t internal routers to determine and report these properties, be ause this would require maintaining overwhelming amounts of per- ow state information. It be omes
ne essary to infer the properties from edge-based measurements, whi h are relatively easy and inexpensive to
make. In this light, several authors have proposed edge
based te hniques for ongestion ontrol [1{3℄, estimating the bottlene k bandwidth [4{6℄, inferring multi ast
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routing trees [6℄, performing admission ontrol [7℄ and
dete ting ows with the same ongestion points [8℄.
In addition to their pra ti ality, edge-based estimation algorithms also provide a onvenient abstra tion of
network dynami s. Exa tly modeling onne tions that
traverse multiple hops is hopelessly omplex, both in
terms of overhead and analysis. If inferen e te hniques
based on simplifying assumptions, for example a single bottlene k assumption, are su essful then it will be
possible to develop redu ed omplexity models that a urately re e t network behavior.
Edge-based analysis and simpli ed end-to-end path
modeling are losely interwoven. A urate estimates
of the volume of ross-traÆ ompeting for the available bandwidth of a path have the potential to impa t
a wide range of appli ations. Potential appli ations of
su h estimates in lude (1) new end-to-end based ongestion ontrol proto ols, (2) workload balan ing on
web servers (\rate based lo king"), (3) dynami adjustment of transmission rate to maximize quality of voi e
and video- onferen ing onne tions, and (4) pri ing on
a onne tion basis a ording to the stress a transfer puts
on the network in its urrent state.

1.2 The Delphi algorithm
In this paper we propose and analyze the Delphi algorithm, an inferen e pro edure that uses the queuing
delay experien ed by probe pa kets to estimate, over a
range of time s ales, the load indu ed by ross-traÆ
on the bottlene k link of an end-to-end path. The algorithm is sender based requiring no ollaboration from
the network and only little feedba k from the re eiver
as to when pa kets rea h it.
Inherent in any probing s heme is an un ertainty priniple or \a ura y-sparsity" tradeo . The volume of
ross-traÆ entering a queue between two probes an
be omputed exa tly (assuming in nite lo k pre ision)
from their delay spread at the re eiver provided the
queue does not empty in between. Unfortunately, this
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situation is guaranteed only if the probes are very losely
spa ed. However, sending long trains of narrowly spa ed
probes will overwhelm the very ross-traÆ we are trying to measure. If probes are spa ed far apart the queue
an empty in between whi h results in un ertainty in the
ross-traÆ volume.
Delphi di ers from earlier te hniques for estimating
available bandwidth [9,10℄ in that it is model based. By
employing short bursts of pa kets these te hniques are
naturally restri ted to estimating ross-traÆ only over
short time periods [9℄. Other methods apable of dealign
with larger time s ales use only an indire t measure
of the ompeting traÆ load [3℄. Delphi instead uses
probes spa ed farther apart and improves the a ura y
in ross-traÆ estimates by leveraging statisti al knowledge of network dynami s provided by a versatile traÆ
model, the multifra tal wavelet model (MWM) [11℄. Aggregated traÆ on a link has been shown to be multis ale in nature (in a rst approximation self-similar, or
fra tal [12℄) and more pre isely multifra tal [11, 13{15℄.
The MWM aptures the multifra tal properties of traÆ
that give it its bursty hara ter.
Unique to Delphi is an eÆ ient exponentially spa ed
probing pa ket train that mat hes the binary tree stru ture underlying the MWM. \Chirp pa ket trains" balan e the a ura y-sparsity tradeo by being highly a urate initially and highly sparse at their end. Probing
the path with a series of hirp trains, we use the interpa ket delays at the re eiver to estimate (using Bayesian
inferen e te hniques) the ross-traÆ load at a range of
s ales. The eÆ ien y of the MWM model and Delphi
allows them to be applied on-line, generating estimates
in real-time.
A signi ant advantage of Delphi is that it does not
require traÆ statisti s in advan e. Starting with arbitrary model parameters, Delphi estimates the rosstraÆ from whi h it updates its parameters.
To study the Delphi's performan e under di erent levels of utilization and its parameter tra king apability,
we perform ns simulation experiments. Results indi ate
that at higher utilization levels Delphi gives a urate
estimates of ross-traÆ . Also, Delphi's model parameters onverge to that of an MWM trained on the entire
ross-traÆ tra e from initial arbitrary values. At very
low utilization levels, however, Delphi gave less a urate
estimates and the model parameters did not onverge to
those of the ross-traÆ tra e.
A fundamental assumption of Delphi is that most of
the queuing delay that probe pa kets fa e is at the bottlene k queue. In a situation where the probe pa kets
are delayed at two queues, Delphi over-estimates the
ross-traÆ and hen e for ongestion ontrol purposes
is onservative.

1.3 Overview
We review the models underpinning the Delphi algorithm (the MWM and simpli ed path model) in Se tion
2. Se tion 3 introdu es Delphi by proposing methods
for dynami ally estimating the riti al parameters of the
MWM during the operation of the algorithm. We ondu t a series of ns-2 simulations to study the Delphi's
performan e and demonstrate its pra ti al appli ability
in Se tion 4. Se tion 4 also explores the validity of the
simpli ed path model whi h lies at the ore of the Delphi algorithm. Se tion 5 loses with a dis ussion and
on lusions.
2

Modeling Framework

In this se tion, we introdu e Delphi's intelligent probing
methodology. Its overall goal is the real-time inferen e
of end-to-end path network properties from measurements made at the edge of the network. In parti ular,
Delphi attempts to estimate the ross-traÆ intensity at
the bottlene k queue in the path, a on ept we larify
later in this se tion. Delphi is founded on the amalgamation of a simpli ed model of the end-to-end path and
a statisti al model for the ross-traÆ stream. In this
se tion, we rst detail the simpli ed path model and
what an be dedu ed about traÆ behavior on the basis of its adoption. We then explain and motivate the
traÆ model.

2.1 Path modeling
After Bolot [4℄, we employ a simple model for the
path that aptures its essential features (see Figure
1). Basi ally, we redu e the path to a single bottlene k link/router onne ted to sour e and re eiver by innitely fast links. In addition, we assume that the propagation and pro essing delay of the path is onstant and
use the onstant D to represent this xed omponent of
the overall end-to-end delay; a single-server queue with
nite bu er and FIFO servi e dis ipline models the variable omponent of the delay. Entering this queue is both
the traÆ between sour e and re eiver and a ross-traÆ
stream, whi h is the superposition of all the other onne tions that share network resour es utilized by the
path. The servi e rate C is related to the slowest link
speed or queue servi e rate along the path; this is the
bottlene k queue.
We now de ne some terminology. The intensity BT
at time-s ale T denotes the number of bytes of rosstraÆ that arrive in time-interval T . We all the average amount of ross-traÆ per se ond that ould be
inserted by the sour e of the path over a time-interval
T the dynami available bandwidth at time-s ale T , and
denote it DT . More spe i ally, if we use Q to denote
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Figure 1: Simpli ed ross-traÆ model for an end-

to-end path.

the index set of the queues in the path, and Ci and BT (i)
to denote, respe tively, the bandwidth and ross-traÆ
intensity of the i-th queue (i 2 Q), then:

D = min
2
T

i

Q



CT
i

T

B (i)
T



:

(1)

Generally, we expe t that this minimum arises at the
bottlene k queue.
We use the term virtual ross-traÆ of an end-to-end
path to denote the aggregated ross-traÆ that must
be inserted in the single queue model so that the dynami available bandwidth measured using the simplied model is the same as that along the entire multi-hop
path obtained from (1). Figure 2 depi ts the relationship between dynami available bandwidth and virtual
ross-traÆ .
The spe i aim of the Delphi algorithm is the dynami inferen e of the intensity BT of the ross-traÆ
present at the bottlene k queue over a range of di erent
time s ales T . In performing this inferen e, the algorithm makes a fundamental assumption, namely that
the delay in ex ess to the onstant propagation delay
observed on the path is due to the ross-traÆ on the
bottlene k link alone. In many ases, this orresponds
to estimating the virtual ross-traÆ of the path and
thus allows the development of a pie ewise onstant estimate of the path's dynami available bandwidth. Se tion 4 explores the behavior of the algorithm when the
delay assumption is not valid. In su h ir umstan es,
knowledge of the ross-traÆ at the bottlene k queue
no longer leads to the dynami available bandwidth; the
virtual ross-traÆ of the path is then the quantity that
must be estimated.
If we transmit two probe pa kets of size P bytes at
times t0 and t1 = t0 + T , then provided the queue does
not empty between the queue-entry times of the rst
and se ond probes, the time di eren e between the arrival times a0 and a1 at the re eiver is ideally identi al
with the inter-departure time at the queue. This time
is proportional to the number of bytes in the queue over
the time-period T :

B = C (a1 a0 ) P:
T

(2)

virtual
cross-traffic

T

2T

3T

4T time

Figure 2: Dynami available bandwidth at time-

s ale T , together with a plot of virtual rosstraÆ of the path.

Unfortunately, if the queue does empty between probepa ket arrivals, then the inter-arrival spread an substantially overestimate the ross-traÆ arriving in the
period T .
For probe pa kets of size P , we use TN EQ = P=C
to denote the oarsest time-s ale that ensures that the
queue annot empty between the probe arrivals. If we
ould send probe-trains that were this nely spa ed,
then there would be no risk of underestimation. Unfortunately, su h ne s ale probing is impossible be ause
it overwhelms the network after a short period and disrupts the measured traÆ . Rather, we propose the use
of a pa ket hirp as a probing devi e. The pa ket hirp
onsists of probes sent in an exponential ight pattern,
with the rst three probes spa ed by a time Tn  TN EQ
and then the spa ing between subsequent probes inreasing by a fa tor of two ea h time (see Figure 3).
The rst three probes of the pa ket hirp thus provide
initial ne s ale probing whi h an provide exa t knowledge of BTNEQ .
The pa ket hirp probing strategy balan es the tradeo between (1) generating reliable and a urate estimates and (2) overburdening and disturbing the network. The ne-s ale probing an hors ross-traÆ estimates made at oarser levels, but the rapid in rease in
probe-spa ing makes the probing eÆ ient.

2.2 Multifra tal wavelet model
A urate estimation of the ross-traÆ from a relatively
oarsely spa ed train of probe pa kets is not possible
without some form of statisti al model for the rosstraÆ . The ross-traÆ stream is the superposition of
many data ows that share ommon Internet resour es
with the probe onne tion. Su h superpositions have
been shown to exhibit self-similarity [12℄, burstiness,
long-range dependen e (LRD), and even multifra tal behavior [11,13{15℄, all of whi h an have a major impa t
on network performan e. These hara teristi s an be
aptured with an appropriate statisti al traÆ model.
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Our model of hoi e for the ross-traÆ is the multifra tal wavelet model (MWM) [11, 14℄. The MWM is

based on a omputationally eÆ ient tree stru ture whi h
represents the ross-traÆ load at multiple aggregation
s ales on a binary tree (see Figure 4(a)). The MWM's
tree is losely related to the Haar wavelet system and
hen e the term \wavelet" in its name [11℄.
We use T0 to denote the time-interval between the
rst and last probes in the pa ket train. Within
this interval, the tree oeÆ ients Uj;k , j  0, k =
0; 1; : : : ; 2j 1, orrespond to the total sum of rosstraÆ bytes arriving at the model queue in the interval
[2 j kT0 ; 2 j (k + 1)T0 ℄. Here j denotes the s ale of interest (see Figure 3). Note that ea h parent oeÆ ient
is the sum of its two hildren
= Uj +1;2k + Uj +1;2k+1 :

(3)

Note that we take a di erent normalization than in [11,
14℄. Thus, we an move up the tree from some nest
s ale to obtain all Uj;k at oarser s ales. To move down
the tree while ensuring that (3) is preserved, we model
the parent bytes Uj;k as split between its hildren by a
random fa tor:

U +1 2 = B U ; U +1 2 +1 = (1 B ) U
j

; k

j;k

j;k

j

; k

j;k

Uj+2,4k+1

j;k

Uj+2,4k+2

Uj+2,4k+3

Uj,k
Bj,k
Uj+1,2k

nential ight pattern to balan e the trade-o between a ura y and sparsity.

j;k

Uj+2,4k

time

Figure 3: Pa ket hirp probe train has an expo-

U
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Uj+1,2k

00
11
11
00
00
11

(4)

with Bj;k a random variable distributed between 0 and
1 (see Figure 4(b)). The use of symmetri beta random
variables for the multipliers Bj;k is proposed in [11℄.
So the MWM is a parametri model for bursty nonGaussian traÆ . Its parameters are (1) a global meanrate parameter (the aggregate at the oarsest s ale) and
(2) beta multiplier parameters (one for ea h s ale).
To train the MWM to a target traÆ data set, we
simply ow up the tree to form the Uj;k , olle t their
statisti s, and estimate the beta parameters (see [11,14℄
for the details). Delphi does not have a ess to the Uj;k
(indeed, it is a subset of these that we are attempting

1-B j,k
Uj+1,2k+1

(b)
Figure 4: Multifra tal wavelet model (MWM). (a)
Binary tree stru ture of aggregated traÆ . (b)
Beta multipliers split parent aggregate into two
hild aggregates at the next ner s ale.
to infer); it be omes ne essary to jointly infer the appropriate beta parameters and the traÆ . We outline
a sequential adaptive algorithm in Se tion 3 that performs this estimation. The MWM an mat h the exa t
multis ale se ond-order statisti s of a traÆ tra e and
provides a mu h loser mat h of the higher-order statisti s (non-Gaussianity) that lead to burstiness than other
possible traÆ models [12, 16℄.
Most importantly, the MWM provides a natural and
eÆ ient means to estimate, given the beta parameters,
the queuing behavior of a syntheti tra e [17℄. The multis ale queuing formula (MSQ) approximates the tail
queue probabilities for arbitrary bu er sizes (not just
asymptoti ). We use the derivative of the MSQ to obtain a probability density fun tion for queue sizes. The
omputational eÆ ien y, and queuing formula approximation of the MWM make it a natural modeling framework for our ross-traÆ estimation algorithm.
3

MWM-based Inferen e Algorithm

In this se tion, we present the Delphi algorithm itself
whi h estimates the amount of ross-traÆ that arrives
in the time interval between the arrival at the queue in
our model (re all Figure 1) of the rst and last probe
pa kets of a pa ket hirp. We model the ross-traÆ as
an MWM pro ess with unknown beta parameters. In a
simpler form, the Delphi algorithm uses xed beta parameters that have been estimated from previous measurements. In the latter part of this se tion we detail
a method for adaptively estimating the beta parameter
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estimates on the y as traÆ estimates are generated.
Delphi attempts to form reliable estimates whilst
transmitting as few pa kets as possible. It does this by
sending a pa ket \ hirp" o upying the time-interval T0 ;
the interval is partitioned a ording to the exponential
spa ing of the probes. Figure 3 depi ts this exponential ight pattern and its natural relationship with the
MWM tree. If we send n + 2 probes in the pa ket hirp,
then T0 labels the interval between the rst and last
probes, T1 the interval between the rst and se ond last,
and so on, su h that Tn is the interval between the rst
and se ond probes. The probe stru ture guarantees that
Tn  TN EQ , the maximum separation between probes
that ensures that the queue does not empty between
probe arrivals. For dynami measurements, Delphi issues a new hirp every T0 se onds to obtain a pie ewise
onstant estimate of the ross-traÆ load.
Estimation of the ross-traÆ arriving in the interval T0 requires an estimate for the ross-traÆ that appeared in the interval T1 , whi h in turn needs an estimate of the ross-traÆ that appeared in the interval T2
and so on. This re ursive requirement ows down the
tree until it hits Tn 1 , at whi h point the distan e between probes is su h that the queue is guaranteed not to
empty (re all (1)), and an exa t measurement of rosstraÆ is available. On e this point has been rea hed,
the algorithm ows ba k up the tree, alling an inferen e
pro edure to estimate Ui for i = (n 2); (n 1); : : : ; 0.
See Figure 5 for pseudo- ode detailing the nature of the
Delphi algorithm.
The inferen e pro edure (infer in Figure 5) develops
an approximate maximum likelihood estimate. When
we assume that the bottlene k bandwidth is known, the
delay ea h probe experien es ideally provides a instantaneous measure of the bottlene k queue size, whi h we denote qi for the i-th probe (see Figure 3). This measurement is usually noisy due to the granularity of lo ks,
the drift between sender and re eiver lo ks and additional queuing delays at other queues along the path.
At time s ale n 2, we wish to maximize the likelihood
of jointly observing both the measured traÆ over Tn 1
and the measured queue size q4 :

p(u 1 ; q4 ju 2 ) = p(q4 ju 1 ; u 2 ) p(u 1 ju 2)
n

n

n

n

n

n

(5)

We approximate the probability of observing q4 given
the traÆ arriving in Tn 1 and Tn 2 as the probability of observing q4 given the traÆ arriving only in the
latter half of Tn 2 . We are left with the expression

p(u 1 ; q4 ju 2 )  p(q4 ju 2 u 1) p(u 1 ju 2 ):
n

n

n

n

n

n

The rst term on the right hand side an be approximately evaluated using the MSQ formula [17℄; the se -

ond term is equal to the appropriate beta distribution
in the MWM model. We maximize this likelihood over
the range of possible un 2 values (whi h is onstrained
by the queue sizes q3 and q4 ). Now we have an estimate ud
an be used to generate an estimate of
n 2 that
un 3 by maximizing the approximate likelihood fun tion p(ud
The pro ess ontinues until an
n 2 ; q5 jun 3 ).
estimate has been formed for u0 .
Delphi uses the bandwidth C to translate delays into
traÆ volumes. Without C Delphi an still lassify the
ross-traÆ volumes as high or low but annot s ale
them to obtain the traÆ in bytes. Also the value TN EQ
depends on C . However, Delphi does not require the initial probe pa kets to be spa ed loser than TN EQ and
an estimate ross-traÆ at the nest time s ale in the
same fashion as at oarser s ales.
In the form proposed above the Delphi algorithm relies on prior estimation of the beta multiplier parameters
of the MWM that best ts the traÆ . We now propose
a method to adapt the beta parameters on-line while
the ross-traÆ estimation is ondu ted. The method
is similar to parameter adaptation te hniques that underpin sequential estimation pro edures in problems as
diverse as spee h pro essing and target tra king. At the
ommen ement of the Delphi algorithm, we hoose an
initial estimate of the beta multipliers, whi h may be
based on previous measurements or may be ompletely
arbitrary. We then begin to estimate ross-traÆ using
these initial parameters. After we have made K su h estimates, we use the sample se ond-moments of the rosstraÆ estimates to obtain an instantaneous estimate of
multiplier varian es using
IE[Bj2 ℄ = IE[Uj2+1 ℄=IE[Uj2 ℄:

(6)

We then update the MWM parameters using
new varian e =

 instantaneous estimate
+(1
)  urrent varian e

(7)

where 2 [0; 1℄ is a onstant. Smaller values of give
rise to smoother hanges in parameters. We ould also
hoose di erent values of alpha to update parameters
at di erent time s ales depending on the smoothness
required. In this paper we set = 0:2. Figure 8 in Se tion 4 demonstrates that this method generates multiplier estimates that onverge to the same values derived
from model mat hing based on the entire traÆ tra e.
4

Simulation Experiments

In order to test Delphi we ondu t several simulation
experiments using the LBNL Network Simulator (ns
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Delphi Algorithm

pro edure main (q,T0,C,n) f
u0 = determine traÆ (q,T0,C,n)
return u0
g
pro edure determine traÆ (q,T,C,k) f
if (T < 2T )
u = qk qk 1 + TC
return u
else
m = determine traÆ (q,T/2,C,k-1)
u = infer(q,T,C,m,k)
end return u
g
pro edure infer(q,T,C,m,k)
8
< m;
u min =: m + q + C

S1
S2
C1

S10
E

C2

S11
S12

F

C3
A

B

D

S20
G

S21

N EQ

k

max(qk 1 + C

(T

S22
S30
C420
Q

S31

S40

Figure 6: Network on guration for ns-2 simulations with bottlene k link (A, B).

q =0

4.1 ns Experiments

k

1)C; 0); qk >0

k

k

; m j u)

g
Figure 5: The Delphi algorithm: q denotes the
ve tor of queue measurements, T0 the time interval of interest, C the servi e rate of the model
queue, and n the number of probe-pa kets sent.
The range of possible values of traÆ , that is
u
and u are omputed assuming a dis retetime FIFO queue taking into a ount the e e t
of the previous probe on the queue size.
max

P

S32

u max = m+q -q 1 -C+TC
return ^u 2 [u min,u max℄ that maximizes p(q
k

H

min

version 2) [18℄. By varying the utilization, we observe that at higher utilization levels Delphi gives a urate estimates with little bias while at low utilizations
it over-estimates the ross-traÆ . Over-estimating the
ross-traÆ orresponds to under-estimating the available bandwidth whi h is onservative for ongestion ontrol purposes. In addition, at higher utilization levels
the Delphi's model parameters onverged to those of an
MWM trained on the ross-traÆ while at low utilization the parameters did not onverge. Experiments with
di erent bu er sizes showed little hange in Delphi's performan e so we do not report their details here.
To gain insight into Delphi's performan e when the
underlying assumption of a single bottlene k is invalid,
we perform tra e driven simulations. Results indi ate
that in situations where the probe pa kets experien e
signi ant delay at links other than the one with the
smallest link speed on the path, Delphi gives onservative estimates for ross traÆ and available bandwidth.

We simulated a bottlene k network environment where
several on urrent onne tions are multiplexed over a
shared bottlene k link. Figure 6 shows the network
topology, omprising 420 web lients and 40 web servers.
Table 1 gives the link hara teristi s of all the links in
the network.
The lients engage in large-s ale web traÆ a ross the
bottlene k link to the servers. The simulation is arried
out for over 1500 se onds (simulation time) and number
of sessions is varied to obtain di erent link utilizations.
Ea h web session has 350 pages whose sizes are hosen
from a heavy tailed distribution. Node P sends hirps
of probe pa kets of size 900 bytes to node Q using the
UDP proto ol.
The minimum spa ing between probe pa kets is set to
TN EQ = 2:4 ms whi h orresponds to a bottlene k link
apa ity of 3 Mbps and probe pa ket size of 900 bytes.
This ensures that the queue does not empty between the
rst three probes in every hirp. We dis arded the rst
1000 se onds of the simulation to eliminate transients.
The Delphi algorithm assumes that the bottlene k bandwidth C is known, so we supplied it with the on guration value; alternatively it ould have been estimated
beforehand using te hniques outlined in [5℄.
Delphi omputes the queuing delay of a probe pa ket
as
queuing delay = re eive time transmit time
onstant delay:
(8)
The onstant delay equals the sum of propagation delay
and servi e time. This is set equal to the minimum of
all delays experien ed by probe pa kets while traversing
a ross the network. Note that in a simulation environment syn hronized lo ks and error free values of these
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Table 1: Link and sour e parameters for the net-

work on guration depi ted in Figure 6 as used
in the ns-2 simulation experiments. U [a; b℄ denotes a uniform random variable over the range
[a; b℄.
Link

AB
BD
DE
DF
DG
DH
DP
ES1 to GS10
FS11 to FS20
GS21 to GS30
HS31 to HS40
AC1 to AC420
AQ

Band Width
(Mbps)
3
10
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
10
10
10
10
U[22,32℄
U[22,32℄

Laten y
(ms)
20
20
20
30
40
60
60
U[10,100℄
U[10,100℄
U[10,100℄
U[10,100℄
U[10,100℄
U[10,100℄

and standard deviation of the the error whi h we normalize by dividing by the sample mean of the entire
ross-traÆ . See Table 2 for details. At high utilizations
Delphi gives a urate estimates with little bias while at
low utilizations it performs less a urately. Intuitively
at lower utilization levels the probe pa kets en ounter
smaller queues more often and the smaller the queue size
the longer the queue an stay empty between the arrival
of two probe pa kets. This implies a greater un ertainty
in the ross-traÆ volume.
From Table 2, we observe that at low utilization Delphi gives estimates with a positive bias, that is it overestimates the ross-traÆ . This orresponds to underestimating the available bandwidth whi h is onservative for ongestion ontrol purposes. Also if ompeting
ross-traÆ volumes are low, an error of the order of
magnitude of the ross-traÆ will not signi antly a e t
the estimated available bandwidth. This result at low
utilization thus does not re e t a major short- oming of
Delphi.

4.3 Tra king apability

quantities are available unlike in a real world situation.
However, syn hronized lo ks at the sender and re eiver
are not ne essary in pra ti e be ause the di eren e in
lo ks at the sender and re eiver an be in orporated
into the onstant delay term. Other problems like lo k
drift and resetting an however lead to errors in (8).
In all experiments we estimate the ross-traÆ arriving over time-slots of 307:2ms (the 7th aggregation level
in the tree of Figure 4), sending a hirp of 8 probe pa kets in ea h time-slot. The probe traÆ was thus equal
to 6:25% of the bandwidth. We set the parameter
of (7) for updating the model parameters to 0:2. The
bu er size was xed at 50 pa kets.

4.2 Utilization e e ts
We hanged the number of web sessions to obtain different utilization levels. Varian e-time plots [12℄ show
that the ross-traÆ is LRD with Hurst parameters of
0:74, 0:73 and 0:61 for the experiments with 39%, 65%
and 96% utilization respe tively.
Delphi performed better with in reasing utilization
as we observe from Figure 7. Noti e from Figure 7 that
the traÆ is more bursty at the ner time s ale than
at the oarse s ale. Sin e in the pro ess of estimating
the traÆ at oarser time s ales Delphi gathers statisti s
at ner time s ales too, it an serve target appli ations
that require information about the burstiness of traÆ
at multiple time s ales.
As a measure of a ura y we use the sample mean

To test Delphi's adaptive algorithm we initially set the
varian e of the beta multipliers at all time s ales equal
to 0:083. This orresponds to a beta parameter of 1
for the multipliers [11℄. Noti e from Figure 8(a) that
the varian es of the multipliers tra k the orre t values after few iterations. Also observe from Figure 8(b)
that the initial estimates of traÆ have larger errors beause of in orre t model parameters and that the error
redu es with improved model parameters. This demonstrates that the Delphi does not require prior knowledge
of ross-traÆ statisti s. The utilization for this experiment was 65%.
The improvement in inferen e with orre t parameter values indi ates that the MWM parameters indeed
ontain valuable statisti al information about the rosstraÆ . It also suggests that in orre t statisti al knowledge or oversimpli ed traÆ models an give erroneous
estimates.
Delphi uses ross-traÆ estimates to update model
parameters. As a result, in the experiment with 39%
utilization the model parameters did not onverge beause of less a urate ross-traÆ estimates.

4.4 Validity of the model
We used tra e-driven experiments to explore the validity of some of the assumptions underpinning our model.
The use of the simpli ed path model depi ted in Figure 1 hinges on the bottlene k queue providing the major queuing delay in the path.
This assumption an be invalid if the ross-traÆ at
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2500

0.2

avg. cross−traffic (T=307.2ms)
est. avg. traffic
cross−traffic (9.6ms)

Variance of multipliers

2000
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1000
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0
1238

(a)

1239

2500

1240
time (sec) →

1241

B6 (finest scale)
B5
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0.1

0.05

0
0
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(a)
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1200

avg. cross−traffic (T=307.2ms)
est. avg. traffic
cross−traffic (9.6ms)

2000

0.15

20
30
number of updates

40

avg. cross−traffic (T=307.2ms)
est. avg. traffic

1000
800
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bytes →

1500

1000

600
400

500

200

(b)

0
1218

1218.5

1219 1219.5 1220
time (sec) →

1220.5

1221

0

(b)

Figure 7: (a) Cross-traÆ estimates for utilization of 65%. Observe that the estimates are a urate. (b) Cross-traÆ estimates for 39% uti-

lization. Observe that the estimates give greater
errors but are generally onservative.

another queue in the path is substantially heavier than
that at the bottlene k queue. Therefore we experimented with the two queue system depi ted in Figure 9.
By applying independent ross-traÆ streams (X1 at
the bottlene k queue and X2 at the se ond queue) to
the two queues, we were able to examine the e e ts of
heavy ross-traÆ at the se ond queue.
A somewhat simple-minded view of the system provides valuable intuition. Say we send two probes and
neither queue empties between the arrivals of the probes.
If we denote the ross-traÆ appearing between the two
probes at the rst queue x1 and that at the se ond queue
x2 , then the total delay indu ed by the system (ignoring
propagation and servi e delays) is

d = x1 =C1 + x2 =C2 :

(9)

The Delphi model assumes that this delay is entirely
due to the bottlene k queue; its estimate of ross-traÆ
is x = x1 + C1 x2 =C2 . The se ond term is an error term,
but be ause we assume that C2 > C1 , it only has a
substantial e e t on the estimate if x2 is mu h larger
than x1 .
We examined the e e t of the error term by ondu t-

1010

1020
1030
time (sec) →

1040

Figure 8: (a) Adaptive estimates of varian e of

multipliers over time. The horizontal lines orrespond to the sample varian es of the multipliers
estimated by mat hing the multifra tal model to
the entire traÆ tra e (i.e., the best model parameters we an a hieve). Observe that from an
arbitrary initial value of 0:083, the model parameters tra k the sample varian es (b) Cross-traÆ
estimates over time. Noti e that the error in estimates de rease over time as the model parameters tra k those of the a tual ross-traÆ .
ing an experiment in whi h we set the bandwidth at the
two ongestion points to C1 = 1 and C2 = 5 bytes/time
unit. We used se ond-order self-similar MWM tra es
with Hurst parameter H = 0:8 as the ross-traÆ at
both queues [12℄. The mean and standard deviation of
ross-traÆ at the nest time-s ale were hosen to equal
half the bandwidth at their orresponding queues.
Using this experimental setup, we applied the Delphi
algorithm to generate estimates of the ross-traÆ at
the bottlene k queue. Figure 10(a) plots the estimates
(normalized by the true ross-traÆ at the bottlene k)
against the ratio of the true ross-traÆ s. The lines
show the asymptoti values we anti ipate from (9); for
low ratios, the rst term dominates and for high ratios,
the se ond term dominates.
In Se tion 2, we explained that the dynami available
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5

Table 2: The error of inferen e de reases with

in reasing utilization. A positive mean error
implies generally onservative estimates at that
level of utilization.
Mean Error
(normalized)
0.27
0.1
-0.023

(estimate of x1)/x1

Utilization
(%)
39.09
65.34
96.04

4

Std. of Error
(normalized)
0.42
0.23
0.044

3

2

1

(a)

0
0

5

10
x2/x1 →

15

20

1

C1

X1

C2

Probes
X1

0.5

0

T

Probes

D − Est. D (bytes/time unit) →

X2

T

−0.5

Figure 9: A two queue system used to validate

model assumptions. The rst queue is the bottlene k with bandwidth C1 ; the se ond has bandwidth C2 . The queues experien e independent
ross-traÆ streams X1 and X2 . Probe traÆ
ows through both queues.
bandwidth is really related to virtual ross-traÆ rather
than the ross-traÆ at the bottlene k link. Virtual
ross-traÆ and bottlene k ross-traÆ are only equivalent in our experiment when the ratio x2 =x1 is small.
Figure 10(b) ompares the dynami available bandwidth
estimated using the Delphi algorithm to the true dynami available bandwidth. Clearly even as x2 be omes
substantial (640 bytes is the maximum traÆ that an
be sent on the link over the time-s ale studied), the Delphi estimate remains reasonable. Moreover, it be omes
in reasingly onservative, whi h is desirable behavior in
times of heavy load.
5

Dis ussion

The ability to estimate ross-traÆ loads is key to the
development of a better understanding of Internet dynami s, and an potentially be used in the design of
bandwidth eÆ ient transport proto ols and rate-based
lo king methodologies.
We have introdu ed an algorithm (Delphi) that uses
a novel probing strategy to dynami ally estimate the
ross-traÆ load onfronted along an end-to-end network path. Delphi an adopt an eÆ ient probing pattern (the pa ket hirp) be ause our estimation pro e-

(b)

−1
0

100

200

300
400
x2 (bytes) →

500

600

Figure 10: (a) The ratio between the Delphi esti-

mate and the true value of the ross-traÆ x1 at
the bottlene k queue of the system in Figure 9
as a fun tion of the ratio between x1 and the
ross-traÆ at the se ond queue x2 . The lines depi t anti ipate asymptoti s from (9). (b) The error between Delphi-estimated and true dynami
available bandwidth D (see (1)) as a fun tion
of x2 with bottlene k bandwidth of 1 byte/time
unit.
T

dure is model-based. This is riti al when we wish to
in orporate as mu h prior information about network
behavior as possible so that we an derive a urate estimates from few measurements. It is fully adaptive
and does not require a priori traÆ statisti s, is mainly
sender-based requiring minor timing information from
the re eiver, and does not require syn hronized lo ks
at the sender and re eiver.
Simulations showed that Delphi gave smaller errors
at higher utilization levels. This is not surprising, sin e
probe pa kets are likely to en ounter larger queues at
high utilization levels. Larger queues imply a smaller
han e of the queue emptying between the probes and
hen e a smaller un ertainty in ross-traÆ volume. At
low utilizations the errors in traÆ estimates prevented
Delphi from tra king the ross-traÆ statisti s. However at low utilization, errors as large as the traÆ itself
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may not ause a large error in the estimated available
bandwidth. Moreover, at low utilizations the Delphi
generally over-estimates the ross-traÆ whi h implies
that for ontrol purposes it is onservative.
A number of issues must still be addressed, and
several algorithmi improvements suggest themselves.
There are numerous pra ti al issues we have not disussed in detail here, su h as time-stamping issues and
re eiver/sour e-side algorithmi stru ture. Delphi needs
to be modi ed to take dropped probes into a ount.
At present hirps with dropped pa kets are dis arded.
A number of potential ina ura ies ould arise, in luding the approximate nature of the multi-s ale queuing
formula. Our algorithm assumes a knowledge of bottlene k apa ity; ideally apa ity estimation should be
performed in onjun tion with the ross-traÆ estimation. Knowledge about bottlene k apa ity is however
not essential for using the algorithm. Delphi an provide estimates of relative ross-traÆ , that is not in absolute measure of bytes but as a relative omparison
between ross-traÆ volumes over di erent time intervals. There is also the question as to whether it is more
natural to hara terize path behavior by quantities su h
as dynami end-to-end ross-traÆ delays rather than
expli it traÆ estimates. Di erent hara terizations of
path behavior require new models portraying alternative
spe tra of system e e ts. Moreover, other pa ket probe
on gurations should be examined, in luding random
and proto ol-determined ( ompletely passive) ight patterns.
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